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Eastern Oregon Prioritizes ITS Solutions to 
Improve Safety Along a Rural Interstate
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What’s the Problem?

“20-Vehicle pileup 
shuts down I-84 east 
of Pendleton”

“Nine dead, more 
than 20 hurt in bus 
crash on icy I-84”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem Addressed: The current process to close I-84 places staff in hazardous work conditions, placing cones and directing traffic off the interstate during severe winter weather. It also takes longer to close the interstate which allows more vehicles to enter the hazardous conditions and increases the likelihood of a crash, consequently taking even longer to clear the crash and reopen the interstate



Cabbage Hill –
High Crash Area

Varying terrain

Harsh winter 
weather 

conditions

Severe crashes 
and extended 
closures (no 

alternate routes)

Rural and 
remote areas 

with limited cell 
service, power, 

and 
communications

ADT =  8,000 to 
14,000

Up to 50% ADT = 
heavy vehicles
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Project Process

Understand Corridor Conditions

Develop Project Goals and Objectives

Identify Needs

Match Needs to Strategies

Screen Strategies

Recommend Strategies

Stakeholder Input:
• ODOT
• Oregon State Police
• Transit Agencies
• Local Businesses
• Tribal Representation
• Incident Responders
• Local School Districts
• Freight Companies
• Local Agencies
• Representatives from 

Elected Officials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wide array of stakeholders beyond ODOT representatives: Oregon State Police, incident responders, tribal representatives, local school districts, transit agencies, local businessesProject goals:Improve safety for all I-84 corridor usersImprove communications along the I-84 corridorImprove road closure process and reduce impacts for all usersImprove resource efficiency



Problem: High Crash Rate in Winter Months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify ITS and TSMO solutions to improve safety and operations along the corridorPresentation outlineProject overview and study areaProblems addressed, recommendations, and evaluation challengesKey takeaways
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Problem: High Crash Rate in Winter Months

450%
increase 

in 
crashes

33% 
decrease 
in traffic 
volume 

Icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com
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Recommendation: Weather Responsive Variable 
Speed System

20%
reduction 

in 
weather 
related 
crashes

System uses: grip factor, visibility, precipitation, and temperature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sensors: detect grip factor, visibility, and temperatureBenefits: There are several well documented studies that provide crash reduction factors for variable speed systems. For this study we used ODOT’s approved CRF of 20 percent crash reduction for rural variable speed limit signs. For this project the crash reduction factor was only applied to crashes that occurred during inclement weather conditions (snow, ice, rain, sleet, and fog conditions).  Crashes are assigned a cost based on severity. ODOT’s cost ranges from $2.3 million for a fatal and disability injury to $19,400 for PDO. 



Benefit Cost 
Ratios

Design and 
Construction 

Advancing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conservative B:C ratiosBenefits – focus on crash reduction (weather related only crashes), did not include reduced delay or other factorsWhat made estimating the cost challenging? Since ODOT has experience implementing this strategy along a section of I-84 as well as other facilities, the equipment costs were relatively well understood.  The challenging element of the cost estimate involved determining power and communication costs. For cost estimate purposes, the project team assumed cellular communication to most signs. ODOT set the precedent for using cellular communication to regulatory VSL signs with the previously installed VSL segment through Baker Valley. The cost to run fiber would make the strategy prohibitively expensive. Power connections were also challenging. Along the Cabbage Hill segment, multiple power utilities were involved, each with their own policies and costs.  Ultimately, even with the high cost of power connections, the benefit cost ratio for several segments analyzed for weather responsive VSL were over one.Snow zone Implementation Project and I-82 VMS moving into construction in 2019
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Problem: High Crash Rates in Low Visibility 
Conditions

60% of crashes occur during 
compromised visibility conditions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem Addressed: Along I-84 and I-82 about 60 percent of crashes occur during compromised visibility conditions. 
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Recommendation: 
Enhanced Delineation and 
Curve Warning Signs

Reduces nighttime curve crashes by 

30% and other crashes by 10%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem Addressed: Along I-84 and I-82 about 60 percent of crashes occur during compromised visibility conditions.  Key Concept: Improve visibility for drivers along sections of roadway with increased crash history using reflective delineation along barriers and the edge of the roadway, and/or solar powered curve warning signs.Why were benefits relatively straightforward to assess?There are several studies that document the crash reduction benefits of these two strategies. The project team applied those crash reduction factors to the crash data along the I-84 corridor to estimate benefits.   What made estimating the cost straightforward? Cost elements for these two strategies were relatively simple. Elements included reflective delineation along barriers, solar powered curve warning signs with flashing beacons, and the potential to use a solid white line stripe along curve sections with a high frequency of side-swipe crashes. These strategies did not require ITS devices, communications or power. Due to the low cost and high benefits of these two strategies, the benefit cost ratios were well over one.High B/C for these – greater than 10:1 in some locations
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Problem: Slow to Close the Interstate 
During a Winter Weather Event

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem Addressed: The current process to close I-84 places staff in hazardous work conditions, placing cones and directing traffic off the interstate during severe winter weather. It also takes longer to close the interstate which allows more vehicles to enter the hazardous conditions and increases the likelihood of a crash, consequently taking even longer to clear the crash and reopen the interstate
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Recommendation: Remotely 
Operated Gates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Concept: Develop a concept to implement remotely operated gates on the freeway and on-ramps to improve safety and efficiency during a freeway closure. Two concepts were developed, one that used gates just at the point of closure, and one that used a tapered series of gates to close the interstate. Both systems assume various activated signs, variable message signs (VMS), and surveillance. After learning more about costs and operations of these two concepts, ODOT will likely move forward with the gate just at the point of closure. However, it was not until exploring both concepts that the direction became clear. Why were benefits challenging to assess? Safety of the ODOT maintenance staff was a key motivator for this strategy. Currently ODOT staff is out on the roadway setting cones and parking vehicles across the interstate at the point of closure. To date there have not been any reported crashes with staff during the closure set up, however, there are stories of close calls, and in the opinion of some ODOT staff, it’s only a matter of time before there is a fatality due to this activity. Based on the cost associated with crash severity shown previously in Table 1, the benefit associated with preventing one fatality is $2.3 million, which could potentially cover the cost of the system.    Two additional factors contributing to the complexity included:It is difficult to determine whether crashes could have been prevented with a faster roadway closure process, as would result from remotely operated gates.There is a lack of studies providing vetted benefit information resulting from this strategy.   Why was cost challenging to estimate?The concept for this strategy needed to be developed before estimating a cost. Some of the key challenges in developing a concept for the remotely operated gate on the freeway included:Is a series of tapered gates necessary? Or is one gate at the point of closure with some advance signing a safe approach? Will drivers see and observe VMS signs?Does ODOT staff need to be on-site to watch the closure? What happens if a gate is hit? What is an adequate assumption for ongoing maintenance and replacement costs? The project team considered these questions when developing concepts for the remotely operated gates system. 
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Problem: Back-up at Chain-Up Areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem Addressed: Trucks pull off as soon as they see others in a shoulder chain-up area, and often back up into the travel lanes creating a safety hazard. In reality, there is often available space further downstream, but truck drivers are unaware of the available spaces.Key Concept: Provide real-time chain-up parking availability information to drivers approaching chain-up areas. The three main components of the strategy include, detections, data processing, and dissemination of information to travelers.Why were benefits challenging to assess? Three key factors contributed to the complexity of figuring out benefits for this strategy.It is difficult to determine whether crashes were caused by an overflow to the chain up area.There is a lack of studies providing vetted benefit information. Minor crashes often go unreported, yet can cause significant back-ups and delays
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Problem: Back-ups at Chain-Up Areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem Addressed: Trucks pull off as soon as they see others in a shoulder chain-up area, and often back up into the travel lanes creating a safety hazard. In reality, there is often available space further downstream, but truck drivers are unaware of the available spaces.Key Concept: Provide real-time chain-up parking availability information to drivers approaching chain-up areas. The three main components of the strategy include, detections, data processing, and dissemination of information to travelers.Why were benefits challenging to assess? Three key factors contributed to the complexity of figuring out benefits for this strategy.It is difficult to determine whether crashes were caused by an overflow to the chain up area.There is a lack of studies providing vetted benefit information. Minor crashes often go unreported, yet can cause significant back-ups and delays
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Recommendation: Chain-Up Area with Real-Time 
Parking Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why were costs challenging to estimate? Several options for detection (point detection vs area detection)Determining a cost for the chain-up parking information system was difficult, because the project team first needed to determine (roughly) how the system would operate. There is no “out of the box” solution. In Washington State a system was constructed for Snoqualmie Pass, however, that system used a much wider roadway width than available for the I-84 chain-up areas, so limited aspects of that implementation could be applied to the I-84 chain-up strategy.  At this level of planning, the operational details were undetermined, yet have significant impact to the cost. Ultimately, the project team made some assumptions about the three key elements: detection, data processing, and disseminating information to travelers, to create a high-level planning cost estimate. The concept shown in Figure 7 served the basis for the cost estimate. Variations included different types of detection (with consideration of operating in severe winter weather) as well as a manual lower-cost option to install cameras and have an operator monitor conditions and post messages.     



Problem: Travelers are Frustrated During Extended 
Closures 
Key Issues:
Lack of truck parking – cascading closure impact
Lack of information available to travelers



October 24, 2018

Recommendation: Improve…

• Truck parking management 
plan

• Traveler information during a 
closure – provide as much detail about 
the closure as possible (no estimate for 
duration)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Truck parking management – options for real-time parking availability at existing rest stops and truck facilitiesExploring partnerships with privately owned lots to provide parking and amenitiesOption to reserve truck parkingTraveler Info:Key recommendation is to share detailed information. Policy not to predict opening time, but to convey information to travelers so they can be informedTraffic Sorting:Work with local businesses and residents to educate about the programPreregistration card Improve location of sorting
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How ODOT is 
Thinking About 
Connected Vehicles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How ODOT is thinking about CV?Leverage ATC hardware as a powerful embedded roadside computerFocus on data and data formats over transportLeverage standards for broadest possible equipment interoperationProvide complete solution from at the roadside to on the server to in the car
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Key Takeaways…

• Initial cost is high due to power and 
communications, but it lays the foundation 
to address the problem

• Systems are designed to share through the 
cloud 

• Stakeholder input provided unique local 
knowledge, especially surrounding freight 
issues

19
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Questions?

Contact info:
Jim Peters
jim.peters@dksassociates.com
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